Reagan plugs tax plan, stresses U.S. renewal in State of Union talk

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Reagan, in his fourth State of the Union address, asked Congress last night to pass a tax simplification bill that he said would help unleash "the tremendous pent-up power of our economy."

Making the annual evening ad­dress from his Oval Office rostrum on his 74th birthday, Reagan said "we did what we promised" in his first term, and he described the United States as "renewed - stronger, freer and more prosperous than ever before."

In prepared remarks, Reagan barely mentioned the record deficit or his controversial budget-cut­ting proposals submitted to Con­gress. Rather, he reaffirmed American support for freedom movements in Afghanistan and Nicaragua, stressed his proposals for helping the nation's low-income citizens, and embraced guidelines for an overhaul of the tax system.

He did not endorse the tax plan put forth by the Treasury Depart­ment in December; rather, Reagan said he was directing his Treasury secretary to begin working with congressional authors and commit­tees to write bipartisan legislation based on principles of "fairness, simplicity and flexibility."

He provided guidelines that he said would ensure no "tax increase in disguise" - mentioning in particu­lar that he would not "prepare the mortgage interest deduction" for family homes. He vowed a top tax rate of "no more than 35 percent, possibly lower," to replace the cur­rent top rate of 50 percent.

To achieve a lower rate, the plan would trim "many tax preferences," but Reagan opposed at least two new ones himself - tax breaks for companies that locate in depressed urban "enterprise zones," and tuition tax credits to help families who send their children to private schools.

Even before Reagan made his tax proposal, Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole, R-Kan., said it would be "very difficult" to overhaul the tax system this year, given the law­makers' "prerogation" with Reagan's proposed spending cuts in the budget the president sent to Congress on Monday.

In his remarks, broadcast nation­ally, Reagan declared "a second American Revolution" of hope, op­portunity, technological progress and the promise of a free and peace­ful world.

"We have begun well," he said. "But it's only a beginning. We are not here to congratulate ourselves on what we have done but to chal­lenge ourselves to finish what has not yet been done."

Reagan said the revolution be­visions must carry the promise of opportunity for all" and that blacks and other minorities "will not have full and equal power until they have full economic power."

Reagan also called for a constitu­tional amendment to permit organ­ized prayer in public schools and legislation to outlaw abortion.

He said free-market principles also must apply to American farm­ers, many of whom he acknowl­edged are "in great financial distress."

"We need an orderly transition to a market-oriented farm economy," Reagan said. "We can help farmers best by expanding federal pay­ments, but by making fundamental interest rates down and knocking down foreign trade barriers to American farm ex­ports."

Both candidates expressed con­cern over current housing problems. Said Abood, "I hope to push the revision of the process placing transfer students on­campus. Often, a student will trans­fer in his sophomore year and never get a chance to live on campus."

"I believe that the building of new dormitories would help to alleviate some pressure on the housing ad­ministrators," Burke stated. "Far too many freshmen are forced to live in temporary housing and too many others are kept off campus." Each candidate expressed a belief that the position of student senator could be both effective and influen­tial.

"There's a fine line between gar­nering information and acting on it," Abood noted. "I believe that a senator has to do both jobs."

Burke summarized her position, saying, "I hope to use newsletters and surveys to keep in touch with student feeling. With constant com­munication, I believe I can make the student senate work."

Let us have it.

More Far Sides? More movie reviews?

Let us know. In today's Observer, the 1985 Readership Survey gives you the chance to tell us what you want in your campus daily. We ask you to take a few minutes to fill the survey out. Pencils will be provided on tables in the dining halls at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. Let us have it, so we can let you have the best possible Observer. Sorry to all our mail subscribers, but surveys only will be distributed on campus. For a copy, write P.O. Box Q, Notre Dame, IN.
Contrary to popular opinion, student leaders doing a good job

The name of the Notre Dame student body president is Bob Bertino. This is the story of nearly half of the student population, according to a recent Ombudsman survey. The poll also indicated that a whopping 74 percent of the students have no idea who their student representative is.

Some people would say the apathy toward student government at Notre Dame is just a mirror of the nation's apathy toward politics in general. Some people would say student government is powerless and cannot accomplish anything. Some people might get a clue.

Contrary to popular belief, those unknown student leaders have actually done a pretty good job. Despite bashing in anonymity all year, they have made noticeable gains in many facets of student life.

For those students looking to escape the highway robbery of the bookstore, there is the Student Saver general store in LaFortune. Selling school supplies and health and beauty aids, Student Saver is the most prominent project of the student leaders.

But there are others.

For campus clubs and organizations, there is now a place to buy custom-designed jerseys without trekking into South Bend. It's Notre Dame T-Shirt Shop, and it's new this year.

And these leaders have been looking out for your safety as well. For those burglaries — or, in fact, for anyone who drives at night — there is the new Dry Driving Club. All you have to do is promise to stay off the hard stuff and drive your buddies home, and Student Bar will give you all the Pepsi you can handle. It's a great program, and you can thank your student leaders for it.

Even the students who can't stand dorm life anymore got a helping hand, in the form of a landlord's open house last week in LaFortune.

And these leaders have been looking out for your safety as well. For those burglaries — or, in fact, for anyone who drives at night — there is the new Dry Driving Club. All you have to do is promise to stay off the hard stuff and drive your buddies home, and Student Bar will give you all the Pepsi you can handle. It's a great program, and you can thank your student leaders for it.
The University of Florida-Gainesville, the University of Illinois, Texas A&M, and the University of Minnesota.

Business students try title defense

By MARK E. WINTERS
News Staff

A national title is on the line this weekend - not at the ACC, but at the Marriott Commerce Invitational to defend the title against the University of Illinois, Texas A&M, and the University of Minnesota.

The tournament itself is based on the popular case study method used in many business schools today. The written and oral presentations of the society, however, are false, according to senior Mike Conway, student president of the Indiana Gamma Chapter of Tau Beta Pi.

"The main purpose of the organization," explained Conway, "is to mark a fitting manner those who have conferred honor upon their alma mater by exhibiting distinguished scholarship and exemplary character as undergraduates in engineering."

"It is the national engineering honor society," remarked James Froula, executive director of Tau Beta Pi, from the headquarters in Knoxville, Tenn.

"The organization derives its influence not only from its large national membership, but also from its stringent entrance requirements. Although he would not specify the exact GPA required, Conway said, "The required grade point is well above that of the dean's list. Overall, there are only a few students who meet the requirements."

The tournament is open to all seniors in engineering, and the participants must give both written and oral presentations. The participants were informed of the competition last week. Since Sunday, the team has reviewed two cases for the competition, which comprises a study on the Marriott organization and Conway expects his team to be longh.
Archbishop Rembert Weakland, chairman of the Bishop's ad hoc Committee on Economics, said he did an unofficial survey of students and faculty and that surprising some experts and sparked controversy about the bishops' role in political affairs.

Weakland, archbishop of Milwaukee since 1977, was involved in the framing of Vatican II and was elected Abbot Primate of the International Benedictine Confederation.

In the letter the bishop's call for an "experiment in democratic democracy: the creation of an order that guarantees the minimum conditions of human dignity in the economic sphere for each person." Some of the main points stressed in the document include:

- "The fact that more than 15 percent of our nation's population lives below the poverty level."
- "The most urgent priority for U.S. domestic economic policy is the creation of jobs with adequate pay and decent working conditions."
- "The direction of United States foreign policy should be shifted from military programs to those that re-emphasize basic human needs.
- "Finally, a consumerist mentality which encourages immediate gratification mortgages our future. Both our cultural values and our tax structure need to be revised to discourage excessively high levels of consumption." Born in 1927, Weakland was ordained in 1951. He served on the Council of Superior General from 1968 to 1977.

Currently he is a member of the Board of Directors of the Wisconsin Catholic Conference and chairman of the Bishop's ad hoc Committee on Christianity and Capitalism.
SBP candidate debate slated to air on WVFI

By MIKE MILLEN
Senior Staff Reporter

WVFI will broadcast a debate between Student Body Presidential candidates junior Bill Healy and junior Pat Browne tonight at 7.

Sponsored by Ombudsman, the one-hour debate will include a panel of representatives from The Observer, Scholastic, and WVFI (AM 640). Questions will be accepted from the radio audience over the phone line (239-7605) and from those in the LaFortune studio.

Browne, who is running with vice presidential candidate Joanie Cabell, also a junior, said the debate "is a good thing to find out where the candidates stand." Regarding strategy, he said he is "really strong in improving life on campus," adding, "We will concentrate on getting student government closer to the students."

Healy, who has junior Duane Lawrence as his running mate, also added, "I really think the debate a good idea, saying, "We think it's a good forum to get out some of the issues." He added, "Student government needs to be restructured," and said that his focus will be on "social life and student government" itself.

BOFA II

 Pangborn Hall was the scene for last night's meeting of the Hall President's Council's BOFA club. This was the second meeting of BOFA, which was established to provide a social alternative.

BANKING...

ON CAMPUS AT SAINT MARY'S

1st Source Bank's office, located at Saint Mary's College in Haggar College Center, offers free checking to Saint Mary's and Notre Dame students and faculty.

In addition, this office brings you the convenience of 24 banking locations to serve you!

Banking Hours - Monday through Friday

Mon. thru Thurs. - 11:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Friday - 11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Join Michiana's 1st Team for unsurpassed banking service!

GET INVOLVED:

The Student Activities Board
The Leader in Entertainment

Is Looking For:

THE 1985 - 86 BOARD MANAGER
CONTROLLER
GENERAL / BUSINESS MNGR.

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT:
THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD OFFICES
(2nd FLOOR OF LAFORTUNE)

APPLICATIONS DUE FEBRUARY 11

Saint Mary's to host 1st harpsichord fest

By BETH WHELPLEY
News Staff

Music will fill the ears of many interested students when the inaugural meeting of The Midwest Historical Keyboard Society takes place at Saint Mary's on February 21-23.

Harpsichordists will be gathering in Moreau Hall from as far as Iowa, Pennsylvania, and Kentucky for this first meeting of its kind in the Midwest, according to Clayton Henderson, chairman of the Saint Mary's music department.

The weekend will consist of three major recitals with public receptions afterward, and the presentation of several papers on harpsichord music. It will also provide a stage for several harpsichord builders to demonstrate tuning and maintenance of the instrument.

Looking over the events, Henderson commented, "It really is a combination of performance, scholarly, and practical parts."

Thursday's recital will feature Kenneth Drake from the University of Illinois, and on Friday, Ed Parmeier of the University of Michigan will perform. A duet by Julian Rogers and Annette Lunde will be played on Saturday afternoon. This performance will feature some Bach and Handel. "This is especially appropriate," said Henderson, "since Saturday will be Bach's 300th birthday."

Although there has been a Southern Historical Keyboard Society for over thirty years, there have been no formal meetings of harpsichordists or other keyboard instrument players in the Midwest.

A friend of Henderson's, who realized the need for organization and was impressed with the facilities at Saint Mary's, requested the meeting be held on the Saint Mary's campus.

Henderson encourages not only music majors, but all music lovers to attend. "I think for anyone interested in music, especially of an earlier historical period, this would be very interesting. It is the first opportunity to hear first-rate artists in this kind of music."

All of the events, open to the entire campus, will be held in Moreau Hall. A full schedule of events will be available on Thursday from noon until five o'clock at the Saint Mary's music department.
You know this stereotype. And you know it doesn't apply to you. Yet finding an employer who ignores stereotypes and recognizes talent may seem difficult, if not impossible.

At The Travelers, we know exceptional talent when we see it. And we have a program that prepares gifted, highly motivated individuals for management careers in data processing.

Our ACCENT (Accelerated Entry Into Management) program will challenge your technical and intellectual abilities. Through rotations, you'll contribute to areas like Network Design and Development, Personal Computer Development, and Operating System Support. And across-the-board experience is good preparation for management responsibilities.

And with your ACCENT training behind you, you'll be ready for a visible management position. In a department with an annual budget exceeding $200 million dollars, state-of-the-art data centers in Hartford and Atlanta, and one of the largest distributed networks in the world.

The Travelers is a diversified financial services corporation with $33 billion dollars in assets. We are committed to improving productivity with the help of such leading-edge technologies as the 12,000 IBM personal computers we've purchased.

So if you want a career that matches your ability, ACCENT wants you. Come talk to The Travelers representative on campus.

Nerds need not apply.

The Travelers
Hartford, Connecticut 06115

Recruiting Date: 2/15/85
Dems respond to Reagan speech, proclaim their party 'alive and well'

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Democratic leaders declared yesterday their party is "alive and well" and looking to the future, as the opposition party responded to President Reagan's State of the Union message in a 30-minute television show.

The Democratic Party "knows how to change," party officials emphasized in the program, broadcast nationally by two of the three commercial television networks. The third, ABC, opted for a regularly scheduled soap opera.

The show focused on elected officials talking about deficits, Social Security, taxes and defense spending.

"But tonight is the first opportunity for our Democratic Party to speak to America since the defeat of 1984," Clinton added, going on to say that "resounding" defeat by Reagan last November left an impression on the party.

"We are listening and we do care," said Senate Minority Leader Robert Byrd, W.Va.

"This is a party that knows it has to change, a party that wants to reach out to all Americans, Democrats, Republicans and independents," said Clinton.

NBC and CBS agreed to broadcast the response right after Reagan's speech to the joint session of Congress on Capitol Hill, but ABC broadcast an episode of its prime-time soap opera "Dynasty." ABC will air the response Friday night at 10:30 p.m.

As has been the case in the past few years, the Democratic "response" was taped before Reagan's speech and responded to it only in general terms.

"We have had a very acceptable rate of economic growth in the past year," House Majority Leader Jim Wright, D-Texas, said in the show.

But he went on to talk about a record number of bankruptcies, farm failures and bank collapses.

The show claimed the latest tax reform idea, a tax simplification, came from the Democrats three years ago in the Bradley-Gephardt bill.

But with millions of men pouring into the service in World War II and the Korean war, the system expanded.

In 1960, there were only about 500,000 retirees. But now, that total has ballooned to 1.4 million people drawing military pensions.

A military person is eligible to draw half his base pay after 20 years in the service, rising to a maximum of three-quarters of base pay after 30 years service. There is no pension for less than 20 years.

But he can also draw the pension in addition to any salary he earns in a new career.

According to the Pentagon, a lieutenant colonel who retires after 20 years would be paid a pension of $7,066.70 a month and a sergeant first class would get $702 monthly.

The benefits are taxed but they also increase along with active duty pay.

The Pentagon currently is spending $16 billion for pensions, a figure that will rise to $17.8 billion next year and an estimated $34 billion by the year 2000. Currently, the total accounts for 5.7 percent of the defense budget.

The average retired officer is 42 years old and draws a pension of $17,560 a year while a veteran enlisted man gets $9,600 a year, according to the Retired Officers Association, a private group.

Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center invites all interested students to attend a MCAT information seminar/reception.

When: Thurs, Feb. 7 at 7:00
Where: South Dining Hall, Faculty Dining Room

★ Free snacks and beverages
★ Tutors on hand to answer questions
★ Free mock-MCAT exams given

Join us for an informal reception to learn more about the MCAT Exam and the Stanley Kaplan Program.
**Associated Press**

**TEHERAN, Iran -** Terrorists attacked a Tehran government building and set fire to an Iranian bank in West Germany yesterday during celebrations of the sixth anniversary of Iran's Islamic revolution. Two groups opposed to Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini blamed the attacks.

The official Iranian news agency, IRNA, said terrorists mounted a grenade attack on a government building in the Iranian capital. It blamed the attacks on the leftists, the leftist Soviet laboratories were counting office of the Mostazafin (Oppressed) Foundation in Teheran at 8:45 a.m.

In Frankfurt, an arson fire at the building housing the Bank Mellі Iran injured 14 people. Police estimated $1.5 million in damage to the building.

A police statement said two men entered the lobby of the seven-story building, pulled an "incendiary device" from a bag, set it on fire and fled. The blaze quickly spread to other floors, forcing some employees to jump to adjoining roofs.

One grenade exploded, killing the maintenance chief of the building and wounding two security guards. IRNA said it said one attacker was shot and killed, another was wounded and a third was arrested.

In a telex to the London bureau of The Associated Press, the leftist Iranian Mujahedeen Khalq claimed responsibility for the attack on what it called a center of "military suppression and torture." It said one of the Mujahedeen was killed.

In Frankfurt, an arson fire at the building housing the Bank Mellі Iran injured 14 people. Police estimated $1.5 million in damage to the building.

A police statement said two men entered the lobby of the seven-story building, pulled an "incendiary device" from a bag, set it on fire and fled. The blaze quickly spread to other floors, forcing some employees to jump to adjoining roofs.

**Associated Press**

**RALEIGH, N.C. -** A conservative group is raising money for a television film that would accuse the Soviet Union of a "devilish germ warfare plot," in which a deadly new infectious agent would be created by combining influenza virus with the genes of poisonous snakes.

In a Jan. 28 fund-raising letter sent to conservatives nationwide, the Coalition for Freedom said three secret Soviet laboratories were working to develop the substance. "Using 'germic engineering,' Soviet scientists are creating a new kind of the virus or bacteria by mixing the genes of poisonous snakes - like the central Asian cobra - with common flu virus," the letter said.

The mixture would result in "a new strain of the that once inside the human body produces deadly cobra venom ... paralysis and death," the letter said. The coalition is an offshoot of the National Congressional Club, a political action committee directed by associates of Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C. Helms would star in the documentary, titled "Germ Warfare: the Communist Secret Weapon," the letter said. The group said it needs $55,000 to start production of the film and $100,000 to buy television time.

The letter was signed by Carter Wrenn, director of the Congressional Club, but a postscript asked that donations be sent to Helms.

**Juniors & Seniors**

**spend an afternoon in your specific career interest!**

**Career Orientation Day**

**in Indianapolis**

THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 1985

apply at Alumni Association Office

by Friday, February 8

$12.00 fee for transportation, lunch & dinner

sponsored by Alumni Association

**FOR RENT**

**furnished, 3 bedroom home**

**washer & dryer close to campus**

**4 Roommates Needed**

**Only $125.00 each**

call 287-0148 for apt.

**University Park Mall and Concord & Pierre Moran Malls — Elkhart**

**Mid-West Winter Specials**

**Dinners Under $6.00**

**No Coupons Necessary**

**Reg.**

**NOW**

**FILET**

9.75 $5.95

**STUFFED FILET**

8.95 $5.95

(wrapped in bacon and stuffed w/mushrooms)

**LAKE PERCH**

7.95 $5.95

**RAINBOW TROUT**

6.95 $5.25

**B.B.Q. HALF CHICKEN**

5.75 $5.25

Each entrée includes a bottomless tureen of homemade soup, baked bread, and hutter, plus your choice of baked potato, home fries or

**Offer not valid with any other advertised specials or coupons**

Expires February 16, 1985

**BOOTH SPECIAL**

Buy 15 units or $100 get 1 FREE

**BED SPECIAL**

7 units $28 (reg. $39)

**COMBO SPECIAL**

6 bed & 6 bath units $49

**FEB. 14, 1985**

Valentine

(or someone else's)

**TAN-HAWAIIAN**

Sun Tanning Salon

277-7026

REDEEM BY FEB. 14, 1985

**EASY RIDER**

TO AND FROM CHICAGO'S O'HARE

EVERY 2 HOURS EVERY DAY

United Limo

674-6993

255-3068

DIRECT DIAMOND IMPORTERS

15% Discount not including sale items

N.D.- S.M.C.

Students

**FOX'S**

**JEWELERS**

SINCE 1977

**University Park Mall and Concord & Pierre Moran Malls — Elkhart**

**Observer announces promotions**

The Observer Production Department has announced promotions for the 1985 Spring Semester. Caroline Belin, a charge of inventory and supplies at the Accounting and Viewpoint design staff.

With more than 40 members, production is the fourth largest department of The Observer.
**Papal authority: its role in the lives of Catholics**

Last Friday, Pope John Paul II said that he was summoning a synod of bishops from around the world to be held from Dec. 15 to Dec. 28 to re-examine the findings of the Second Vatican Council. Ostensibly, its purpose will be to deal with the controversy over whether the dictates of Vatican II should be strictly observed, or whether the “spirit” of the council

Vernon Marchal

really called for a more flexible interpretation. However, the issue as to whether a problem facing the synod will be to do about the number of Catholics who oppose church doctrine and challenge papal authority.

To be sure, the widespread dissatisfaction of Catholics with certain doctrines has done nothing to change the fact that the church is not a democratic institution. As Philosophy Professor Ralph McMahon was quoted as saying in a "TIME" magazine article this week, "The idea that we have moved into a populist church, that doctrine should be arrived at by common sense and dialogue, is wrong." However, if the Church is not a characteristically popular, neither is it a monarchy where the faithful are dictated to by a man who is subject to whims and caprices. At least on matters of faith, it does not, the significance of church doctrine. The church hierarchy has so far addressed these questions by handing down confusions edicts that are declared to be "beloved decisions." This, the hierarchy has alienated itself from many Catholics who look to it for insight.

Another, and perhaps more important cause of the current dissatisfaction is the nature of papal authority. Many Catholics wonder why they should have their faith dictated to by a man who is subject to the same limitations that they are. For example, how would one react when she is told by the pope that she must be a good Catholic, she should not want to become a priest? My guess is that many react by saying: "How would a man like this know what it takes to be a good Catholic?"

The whole premise of papal authority as it now exists implies that to be a good Catholic, one must know in church doctrine, even when that doctrine seems absurd or patently unchristian. In essence it implies that, to be a good Catholic, one must cease to be a thinking being: at least on matters of faith.

If papal authority is to retain its significance and, if the church is to remain a vital force in the lives of Catholics, then the synod next year must begin to address these problems. If it does not, the significance of church doctrine will continue to decline in the minds of Catholics.

Vernon Marchal is a senior in the Program of Liberal Studies at Notre Dame and is a regular Viewpoint columnist.

---

**Bishop McManus urges response from students**

Dear Students: Though I am the vestige of becoming a retired, former bishop of Fort Wayne-South Bend, I will continue to have a voice, but no vote, in the deliberations at the bishops conference. This coming June I will be in a position to speak out on the highly controversial pastoral letter on the condition of the U.S. economy. Because they are experts, they will come on strong for their particular positions which, even in economics, may be rather partisan.

I would like to know what Notre Dame and St. Mary's students think about the economy. If you speak up, I will listen attentively because I have all of you read the full text of the pastoral letter. I am not so naive or so optimistic to have confidence that you will have the time to pour through it, but I can be slow going because of its ponderous presence. I would be delighted to have you answer this question and would give you my candid opinions on a few crucial issues which are as follows:

Bishop William McManus Fort Wayne - South Bend

---

**A vice is not a total necessity**

As I write this response to Father Robert Griffin's "toward condemnation," it seems a classless joke, with my eyes burning from the smoke of obnoxious nearby incense. Amusing this does not, the significance of church doctrine. The church hierarchy has so far addressed these questions by handing down confusions edicts that are declared to be "beloved decisions." This, the hierarchy has alienated itself from many Catholics who look to it for insight.

Another, and perhaps more important cause of the current dissatisfaction is the nature of papal authority. Many Catholics wonder why they should have their faith dictated to by a man who is subject to the same limitations that they are. For example, how would one react when she is told by the pope that she must be a good Catholic, she should not want to become a priest? My guess is that many react by saying: "How would a man like this know what it takes to be a good Catholic?"

The whole premise of papal authority as it now exists implies that to be a good Catholic, one must know church doctrine, even when that doctrine seems absurd or patently unchristian. In essence it implies that, to be a good Catholic, one must cease to be a thinking being: at least on matters of faith.

If papal authority is to retain its significance and, if the church is to remain a vital force in the lives of Catholics, then the synod next year must begin to address these problems. If it does not, the significance of church doctrine will continue to decline in the minds of Catholics.

Vernon Marchal is a senior in the Program of Liberal Studies at Notre Dame and is a regular Viewpoint columnist.

---

**Is interhall hockey a stage for immaturity?**

Dear Editor:

As an interhall hockey player for Keenan Hall. We played the combined team of Howard-Cavanaugh last Monday. Keenan only had eight men, but we won 3-1 in overtime. Knowing that smokers exist has no ill dolences for your unfortunate obsession. And so, Father Griffin, I congratulate you on writing one of the most hypocritical articles I have ever witnessed. Almost any page I am deeply sorry that I fall into the category of "obnoxious stranger." Should my personal conduct be sacrificed at the expense of a filthy few? If one cannot control himself in public, does not follow that he should not go out in public? Knowing that smokers exist has no ill effect on me. Of course, when they puff their little lung on a pristine floor, that is a different story. I maintain the right to breathe, and I will not suffer it to me, nor as the Marlboro Man did.

And so, Father Griffin, I offer my condolences for your unfortunate obsession. People who smoke are an annoying instance to me, knowing that they are only "wholly" human when they carry a crucifix in one hand and a carton in the other. I also am sorry that you need a controlling vice (in accordance with canon of law, of course).

Personally, I don't.

Peter C. Grenier Notre Dame student

---

**Is interhall hockey a stage for immaturity?**

Dear Editor:

As an interhall hockey player for Keenan Hall. We played the combined team of Howard-Cavanaugh last Monday. Keenan only had eight men, but we won 3-1 in overtime. Knowing that smokers exist has no ill dolences for your unfortunate obsession. And so, Father Griffin, I congratulate you on writing one of the most hypocritical articles I have ever witnessed. Almost any page I am deeply sorry that I fall into the category of "obnoxious stranger." Should my personal conduct be sacrificed at the expense of a filthy few? If one cannot control himself in public, does not follow that he should not go out in public? Knowing that smokers exist has no ill effect on me. Of course, when they puff their little lung on a pristine floor, that is a different story. I maintain the right to breathe, and I will not suffer it to me, nor as the Marlboro Man did.

And so, Father Griffin, I offer my condolences for your unfortunate obsession. People who smoke are an annoying instance to me, knowing that they are only "wholly" human when they carry a crucifix in one hand and a carton in the other. I also am sorry that you need a controlling vice (in accordance with canon of law, of course).

Personally, I don't.
**Accent**

Where East collides with West

Fred Zimmerman

**Movie review**

Many students with his ear to the ground has heard the maxim floating about that, "East is East and West is West, and ne'er the twain shall meet." It is, though, the bald statement of a truth that one expects to hear only in the West. In the East, such a maxim almost anything can happen, and in "Passage to India," East not only meets, but collides with West.

The film tells the story of Adela Quested (played by Judy Davis), a naive young woman who journeys to India to meet her fiancée, Ronnie Heaslop (Nigel Havers), who is in the City Magistrate of Chandrapore. But impetuous Adela is not content to sit by the British club in Chandrapore; she wants to find the "real India.

Ronnie, with the characteristic British air of spurious control and an almost unnatural aloofness, promises that he can "produce my kind you like—Hindus, Moslems, Sikhs, even Parsis." The result is a disastrous garden party in which a handful of Englishmen are hectored beneath parasols, from which occasional and quite skewer forays are made among the scores of Indians milling about on the lawn.

Following the failed party, Adela turns increasingly toward her escort, Mrs. Moore (Peggy Ashcroft), who becomes her constant companion and spiritual guide. Although Mrs. Moore has only just arrived in India, she sublimely knows every nuance of its complex culture.

Adela and Mrs. Moore meet Dr. Aziz (Victor Banerjee), an eager Indian doctor who energetically directs the English ladies around his country. Just as Adela, an Englishwoman, seeks the real India, Dr. Aziz, an Indian, seeks a way into the enclaves of British India. It would seem a perfect fit. This happy coincidence, however, brings down their respective worlds upon them, and emotionally drives them viciously apart.

In a characteristic excess of generosity, Aziz offers to take the ladies on an expedition to the famed, but mysterious Marabar Caves. To his dismay, they accept. The Marabar caves are characterized by nothing except darkness and an almost supernatural weirdness. As the group hears their smallest sound magnified and repeated, Mrs. Moore is overcome with alarm, and is forced to quit the party. Mrs. Moore tells the two to proceed alone, exhorting them to go enjoy themselves. But in the next scene it is Aziz who is overcome, and he runs from the cave in a blind panic. When later she recovers some of her strength, she explains her fright by claiming that Aziz has attempted to rape her. Aziz is of course arrested, and his trial becomes a symbol of British oppression of India. Hundreds of Indians demonstrate against the regime and attest to Aziz's innocence.

The trial is the denouement of the film. In addition to settling the question of the rape, it enables both Aziz and Adela to return fully to their respective cultures. Aziz, through his victimization at the hands of the British comes to realize that he is, after all, Indian, and in addition to being an Indian, he is an Englishman. Azela, for her part, recognizes that she must be content to understand the real Britain, and consequently, leaves India to the Indians. Despite its three hour length, the film moves quickly. With the exception of the rather slow courtroom scene, there is always something happening. The events are more subtle and more artistically presented than those of the typical Hollywood fare. Sex is a major component of the artistic plan, but to the credit of both E. M. Forster, author of the original "Passage," and David Lean, director of the film, it never allowed to become an explicit part of the action. When Azela is just about to go to sleep on her first night in Chandrapore, for example, Ronnie gently knocks on her door. The barest hint of a smile on Adela's face, together with her veiled disappointment when Ronnie merely says, "Goodnight," from without, say far more about desire than the impassioned bed scenes of lesser directors.

Both Victor Banerjee as Dr. Aziz, and Peggy Ashcroft as Mrs. Moore interpreted their roles with a refreshing degree of subtlety. Banerjee's portrayal was just slightly overdrawn — a poetic license which fits perfectly the character of the eager Aziz. Ashcroft, by contrast, was muted and serene — again a perfect fit to Mrs. Moore. Oddy Nigel Havers gave a somewhat disappointing performance, as City Magistrate Ronnie, who, in his navy blue three-piece suit, looked and acted rather like an accounting major on his first job interview.

Although Lean does an excellent job with some very powerful images, the intellectual development of the film is hampered by the absence of one of its main characters, the Indian culture. "Passage to India" is about the conflict between East and West. But although Lean aptly symbolizes this conflict in the bizarre and striking Indian landscape, the East is never explicitly presented. The eastern philosophy, and therefore the ruse d'etre of the film will be lost on any American audience unaware of the Hindu religion, and the film becomes little more than a travelogue with a plot.

This is not to disparage the film, for although the message will fail for much, there is still plenty of meaning. "Passage to India" is, on the whole, an exciting film and an interesting story. It is utterly; totally present the Indian view may indeed make the film all the more popular West, after all, is still West.

**Beth Whelpley**

**Book review**

"NIGHTBLOOM is death... NIGHBLOOM is obsession... NIGHBLOOM is terror..." —from the back cover of NIGHTBLOOM, by Herbert Lieberman

NIGHTBLOOM is a big headache... literally speaking. It involves a manic psycho-killer who drops from the skies to strangle and dismember rooftops onto crowded Manhattan sidewalks. Indeed, headaches abound as author Herbert Lieberman gives us visual perceptions of his victims' smashed heads on the pavement. But even if you enjoy that sort of sick sensation, its gory action, you will still be disappointed. Our psycho strikes only once a year. Action tends to sag in between these annual murders so much so that I discovered the hidden sadist in me, as I looked forward to the psycho's next human pancake.

Lieberman, who also wrote "City of the Dead," has selected over-weight, middle-aged detective Frank Mooney as the hero of his tale. Everyone seems to be against Mooney, from his victimization at the hands of the police to his drug craving. What he needs is a poetic license to satisfy his drug craving. What he needs is a poetic license to satisfy his drug craving. What he needs is a poetic license to satisfy his drug craving. What he needs is a poetic license.

"Passage to India" is a major component of the artistic plan, but to the credit of both E. M. Forster, author of the original "Passage," and David Lean, director of the film, it never allowed to become an explicit part of the action. When Azela is just about to go to sleep on her first night in Chandrapore, for example, Ronnie gently knocks on her door. The barest hint of a smile on Adela's face, together with her veiled disappointment when Ronnie merely says, "Goodnight," from without, say far more about desire than the impassioned bed scenes of lesser directors.

Both Victor Banerjee as Dr. Aziz, and Peggy Ashcroft as Mrs. Moore interpreted their roles with a refreshing degree of subtlety. Banerjee's portrayal was just slightly overdrawn — a poetic license which fits perfectly the character of the eager Aziz. Ashcroft, by contrast, was muted and serene — again a perfect fit to Mrs. Moore. Oddy Nigel Havers gave a somewhat disappointing performance, as City Magistrate Ronnie, who, in his navy blue three-piece suit, looked and acted rather like an accounting major on his first job interview.

Although Lean does an excellent job with some very powerful images, the intellectual development of the film is hampered by the absence of one of its main characters, the Indian culture. "Passage to India" is about the conflict between East and West. But although Lean aptly symbolizes this conflict in the bizarre and striking Indian landscape, the East is never explicitly presented. From the back cover of NIGHTBLOOM, by Herbert Lieberman

Good character development is not enough to save a plot. Though at the risk of revealing the murderer, let me just say that an inconsequential, but figure is introduced in the last quarter of the novel, and this person is significant to the entire novel. Loose ends are barely strung together in the end, making for a vapid picture of what actually happens. Considering the length of the novel and its undertone of ending, I felt as if I had just finished Thanksgiving dinner. Yet, I was still so hungry that my vision was begin ning to blur. Actually, by the end of this four hundred and thirty weight page paperbach, it was blurred.

There is talk of making "Nightbloom" into a movie, but I am keeping my fingers crossed that it is just that talk. After all, the only way anyone would ever catch me in line for a ticket is if it starred Mel Gibson or some body... maybe.
Tired of hearing overplayed songs on the radio? Looking for some soft, core jazz funk? Does music requiring little attention in return for enjoyment and relaxation, after a day of frustrating classes interest you? If so, flipping on the new album by Shakatak may be just the thing you should do.

Shakatak's sophisticated sound came together in 1979 when Tracks and another Earth, Wind and Fire style band joined forces figuring that "two funk are better than one." The band's name was suggested by someone at a jazz funk import store in London called the Record Shack, hence the name Shakatak. Their music is classified as a combination of pop, funk and jazz, without any of these elements overpowering the other. However, the group's current album, their third in the U.S. and fifth overall, leans toward the jazzy side.

The album opens with "Down on the Street," an enticingly funky song that won't suffer from the airwave exploitation that plagues many groups who have hit it big. The song is danceable with its pulsating, exotic beat. The chorus is very catchy, any listener will be singing it after hearing the song only a few times. If Shakatak hits it big in the U.S., this tune may well be the reason why.

The second track, "Holding On," slows things down a bit. It contains a strong saxophone solo. Bill Saward's sensuously solid voice complements the music and doesn't drown it. The result is a nearly mesmerizing sound. "Summer Skies" shows off Bill Sharpe's talent at the keyboard. Between Saward's repetition of the one-four line verse, Sharpe's piano riff seals the show.

The song "Watching You" is a good demonstration of the band's versatility. Its tempo moves from one end of the jazz funk spectrum to the other. The song opens slow and mellow with a faint beat in the background. During the chorus, the faint beat becomes a wild jump beat and the song takes off.

Lyrical, the album is sparse. Three of the songs have lyrics consisting of four lines, and the fourth is in a style that few can figure out. There are, are not thought provoking, but tend to be typical of love songs. A good example of this is found in "Don't Blame it on Love.

The sole purpose of lyrics in Shakatak's music seems to be to promote songs for airplay. I don't blame them - it's not that big of a deal. "A Lewis Freshman comments, "I just don't care. If a guy is good looking it's not going to matter." A Radin sophomore has good news for those who are balding. "Sometimes, it gives them class," she says of a receding hairline. "It really doesn't make any difference," the Radinie feels, "it's not a real turn on or turn off, it's just natural.

Many people realize the importance of losing hair now, awareness of thinning or disappearing hair will only increase. By the time one has lived for half a century, there is a 50 percent chance that baldness will begin to show.

As there's no way to avoid or prevent the aging process, there is no easy way to prevent changes that go along with it. Losing hair has no obvious advantages but it could be viewed as a means of cutting down on barber bills or covering up on shampoo. Hair is so common among the young. So, dare to be different - don't hide under a baseball cap. Buy some suckers and hold your head high. Who knows if it's the Telly Savalas look in.

The album "Holding On," released for Columbia Pictures "A Passage to India."
The Observer

NOTICES

EXPERT TYPING - 27th 9:30 A.M.

TYPING JOB CLOSING 29th 9:30 A.M.

ORDER - 30th 9:30 A.M.

JACOB GUGGER 625-1702

PROOF-READING Correcting typesetting 27th 9:30 A.M.

EXPERT TYPING - 27th 9:30 A.M.

TYPING 9:30 A.M. - PAPER, business letters, etc. etc. etc. Call Andrea 615-3590

SM-PVF DEBATE

Room 201, LAFORTUNE

Thursday Feb. 7th.

7:00 P.M.

FOR SALE

MAXWELL TAPERS


RESERVES TYPED - ARTHUR 239-3035.

WANTED

June 1st! 1 BR. Apartment for Rent.

TICKETS

BIG BUCKS, need 4 SYCAMORE vs. 2nd Round BASKETBALL TICKETS. If you have any th... - page 12

PERSONALS

COLUMBUS, OHIO

If you're going to be in COLUMBUS, OHIO this week, you better make sure you can leave town early. We have two tickets for Iowa this week. Please call 354-8547.

GARAGE SALE BESIDE A-LI

at 1120 Bonita Road, Columbus.

GARAGE SALE OF SOUTH OREGONIAN

at 1336 1/2 S. Front St.

COLUMBUS, OHIO - RENT

One Bedroom Lower Level Apartment. $110. 675-8672.

NEW HOUSE BEAUX BARBARA

for Rent.

NEW HOUSE

20X A 4 BEDROOM

2 1/2 BATH

2 LIVING ROOMS

FOR RENT

SOUTH OREGONIAN - page 12

For Rent

Two students to share apartment and locate near campus..checkBox:.

OAKLAND 7-1968.

Effortlessly private

enlisted neighborhood.

Two students need apartment.

$200.

March 10th.

Two rooms on main floor.

FOR RENT

BOX 10

FOR RENT

GREAT ROOMS.

MARCH 1ST.

BOX 10

FOR RENT

OAKLAND 7-1201.

FOR RENT

WANTED

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

I need a job where I can work on the side. Can anyone help after 6PM, Friday. I'm 23 years of age, have worked at several jobs. I'm a trained secretary. Rider needed to Rochuster, N.Y. area, leaving 2-13, returning 2-19. $75. 273-1925.

Rider needed to Michigan State the first of March. I can start immediately. 283-9543.

LOST

One pair of sunglasses in Northend Golf course. Call 5-8256.

LOST

PARTY IN TYPEWRITER.

SCRIBED.

I have in my possession all that you have lost here in college. I am out of work and need money. I am a good typist.

WRITE ME.

DON'T FORGET.

TWO WANTED:

Two typing/word processors.

the live at 1728.

TYPING AVAILABLE.

JACKIE BOGGS

Rock

at 277-8534 AFTER FOUND.

IF FOUND.

Computerized typing service at South Processing - Anna "ROCKY". 283-4352.

BLACK LEATHER GLOVES 20.
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Price
continued from page 20
that's the only thing you can do - drill until it becomes habit, and he's done that well.

With improved skills has come the confidence that Price lacked in his first two years with the Irish.

"I've had a problem with my confidence ever since I've been here," Price says. "In the last few games, I've gained a lot of confidence. Right now, I'm just trying to keep my confidence up."

And although the time on the bench was hard on him, Price feels he found out a great deal while spending time watching the team play.

"I often thought about how I could contribute to the team in the best possible way," he says, "and I had a lot of time to think while I was on the bench."

Price realizes that Price will be an important player as the Irish enter the final 11 games of their schedule.

"Joseph is playing his role right now and just contributing where he can," says Phelps. "I think he's an excellent shooter, and when he's hot we just want to get him the ball."

"He's also been able to do some things defensively against bigger people. He did a really good job against Miguel of UCLA. He can guard a big guard or a small forward. And he's also a very good zone player, and we're finally getting to that standpoint he can contribute."

"I think he's just starting to find himself as a junior. He's starting to get more confidence, and with 11 games left, he's got to be a plus for us to be successful."

And after helping the Irish to victory last night over LaSalle with six points on 3-6 shooting, Price looks forward to this weekend's matchup with Syracuse.

"The Syracuse game is going to be a really exciting game," he says. "The game could be another step as far as possibly being ranked and getting into the NCAA's. I think if we do the things we have to do, then we can upset them. I'm just really looking forward to it."

And Irish fans are looking forward to continued good play from Price.

As for the future, Price just wants to continue playing well, hopefully helping the team on to greater heights.

"I just want to continue to play as hard as I can," he says, "and continue to help out the team in the best way I can. I want to improve as a player, so I want to improve things like my free-throw percentage and field goal percentage. I just hope we keep winning and make it to the NCAA tournament."

Skiing
continued from page 30
"In a starting assignment, Joseph Price contributed six points in 22 minutes of last night's 71-58 Irish win over LaSalle in the ACC, as Notre Dame raised its record to 13-5. Eric Schenwermans profiles the junior guard on page 20.

Please support the American Cancer Society

Testing Yourself

test yourself

At Northrop Aircraft Division
On Campus Interviews Friday, February 22nd

When your exams are over, the challenges just begin.

At Northrop Aircraft Division, recent Notre Dame graduates are working on some of the most sophisticated projects in the world. From aerosciences to flight control technology, from structures technology to manufacturing engineering and technology, among others. You can be a part of our team of highly trained professionals.

If your field of study is engineering (EE or AE preferred) or computer science, arrange a Northrop interview through your career placement office.

Northrop Aircraft Division representatives will be on your campus to meet with students ready for the challenges that face them after finals are over.

Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required. Northrop is an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V.

We're within your reach.

NORTHROP
Aircraft Division
Aircraft Group

Skiing
continued from page 30
"A Day at the Races" is the result of the popularity. The day will start at noon with an obstacle course that will feature head-to-head competition. At approximately 12:45, there will be a two-mile individual race around the perimeter of the golf course. There will be both men's and women's divisions, as well as a staggered start with skiers entering the course every 30 seconds. Finally, at about 1:30, there will be a sprint relay in which teams of two will race against the clock.

For those who need equipment, skis will be made available, free of charge. Those who need equipment can reserve it when they register. The NVA will also provide hot chocolate and prizes.

Saturday's races are not the only skiing events that the NVA is sponsoring this weekend, either. Tomorrow night there will be a "moonlight" for those who would like to experience night skiing. For $1, skiers can rent a pair of skis from 7 to 10 p.m. There will also be free hot chocolate.
The Observer
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NOTRE DAME AVE. APTS.
ROOMMATES NEEDED!

Boys and Girls

Call office 3-6 DAILY
234-6647

YOUR BSN
COULD BE JUST THE
BEGINNING OF
YOUR EDUCATION.

Look into it, and you'll discover that one of the most important parts of Army Nursing is its dedication to continuing education. Army Nurses are encouraged to attend professional conferences pursue advanced degrees and study a variety of nursing specialties.

If you're a student working on your BSN or if you already have a BSN and are registered to practice in the United States or Puerto Rico, check into Army Nursing opportunities. It could be an education.

SGT. John P. Moore
Call collect (815) 727-9120

ARMY
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

MILLIONS
AGAINST MS
KICKOFF
PARTY

this Saturday, FEB 9
at
the South Dome of the ACC from
9:30 pm - 12:00 am

featuring
PIZZA & COKE
an exclusive 3 hour MTV Music Video
and a chance to WIN
2 tickets to Florida for Spring Break

Tickets are $2 and are available in the Dining Halls or at the door sponsored in part by

the new ZIP 104 FM

A Touch of Class

The Oak Room Cafeteria invites you to enjoy this special meal

Friday, February 8, 1985
4:00 - 7:00 p.m.

French Onion Soup
Fried Vegetable Basket
Seafood Cocktail

CHICKEN COQ AU VIN $4.60
SURF & TURF 5.75
MUSHROOM QUICHE 4.10
BROILED HADDOCK 3.85
ALMADINE

Dinner price includes salad, vegetable and potato.
Reservations will be accepted 239-7518
University Food Services

The Observer/Chawnne Fanceh

12:00

11-7 Irish will take on Xavier University Saturday at noon in the ACC. Team stats are below:

ND Women's Basketball Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GGS</th>
<th>MIN/AVG</th>
<th>FG/GA</th>
<th>PCT</th>
<th>FT/FTA</th>
<th>PCT</th>
<th>REB/AVG</th>
<th>PF/FO</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>PTS</th>
<th>AVG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keys</td>
<td>18/18</td>
<td>565/32.1</td>
<td>136/271</td>
<td>.502</td>
<td>38/48</td>
<td>.792</td>
<td>10/7/5.9</td>
<td>4/7</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bates</td>
<td>16/16</td>
<td>419/28.1</td>
<td>86/167</td>
<td>.547</td>
<td>24/44</td>
<td>.545</td>
<td>76/9.3</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schuethe</td>
<td>17/10</td>
<td>345/21.6</td>
<td>49/108</td>
<td>.454</td>
<td>39/56</td>
<td>.696</td>
<td>105/6.6</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botham</td>
<td>18/12</td>
<td>311/17.5</td>
<td>57/114</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>23/30</td>
<td>.767</td>
<td>72/4.5</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dougherty</td>
<td>16/9</td>
<td>338/19.8</td>
<td>52/106</td>
<td>.491</td>
<td>27/31</td>
<td>.871</td>
<td>20/1.3</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebben</td>
<td>17/14</td>
<td>219/12.9</td>
<td>25/57</td>
<td>.439</td>
<td>9/12</td>
<td>.750</td>
<td>31/1.8</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brommeland</td>
<td>11/6</td>
<td>131/10.3</td>
<td>21/42</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>9/12</td>
<td>.750</td>
<td>25/2.6</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garin</td>
<td>13/1</td>
<td>420/26.3</td>
<td>18/49</td>
<td>.367</td>
<td>9/18</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>30/1.9</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilks</td>
<td>16/11</td>
<td>174/13.4</td>
<td>14/34</td>
<td>.412</td>
<td>15/25</td>
<td>.600</td>
<td>45/3.5</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser</td>
<td>16/4</td>
<td>26/18.4</td>
<td>33/12</td>
<td>.406</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>.200</td>
<td>36/2.4</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bealord</td>
<td>18/7</td>
<td>259/14.4</td>
<td>9/26</td>
<td>.346</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>310/2.8</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson</td>
<td>7/6</td>
<td>81/11.6</td>
<td>5/19</td>
<td>.263</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>131/1.7</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barron</td>
<td>9/0</td>
<td>39/4.3</td>
<td>2/0</td>
<td>.667</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>.667</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>2/0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skiersz</td>
<td>4/0</td>
<td>17/4.2</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>.750</td>
<td>152/5.5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrison</td>
<td>8/0</td>
<td>29/3.6</td>
<td>4/12</td>
<td>.333</td>
<td>0/2</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>131/6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sandy Botham (52), Mary-Gavin (10), and Trena Keys (13) are three of the top players on the Notre Dame women's basketball team this season. The
The Notre Dame Squash Club will play host to the regional Instilco tournament on Feb. 19. Hall representatives must submit a list of entries and divers provide a list of dives to Dennis Stark by Feb. 18. The deadline for entries is Wednesday, Feb. 15, in the ACC.

Rogers replaces Monte Clark, who was fired Dec. 19 after a 4-11-1 season. The announcement in Phoenix by Rogers at an afternoon news conference ended almost two days of confusing and often conflicting statements from both Arizona State and Lions officials.

The Phoenix Gazette, quoting sources close to the Sun Devils program, reported in late Tuesday editions that Rogers had been offered and had accepted the Lions job. Rogers, however, denied it.

Then, shortly before noon yesterday, the Lions issued a statement saying that Rogers, indeed, had taken the post.

Rogers said community and university unrest about the Sun Devils' 5-6 season in 1984 did not contribute to his decision, but said an Arizona state law limiting college coaches to one-year contracts bothered him.

"I've always thought that it's very unfair," Rogers said. "You have one bad year and you're cornered from all angles. I've always thought it should be a three or four-year contract."

As for Arizona State, Rogers said the.lastname of the season is official fans want him, "even if I have to work weekends."

Tonight's the night! FIND OUT ABOUT THE THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD (The leader in entertainment)

FLORIDA TRIPS—

FT. LAUDERDALE $299.00
and

DAYTONA BEACH $199.00
Thursday, February 7th at 7:00 in LaFortune Little Theatre

Or call the S.A.B. at 239-7757 $75.00 deposits due by Feb. 14 Sign-ups at the record store
LaSalle
continued from page 20
several LaSalle defenders, and ex-
ecutes a vintage behind-the-back
dribble before flipping the ball to
toward Kempt. Under the basket for
easy layup.
Act two: In a repeat performance,
Rivers steals the ball and flies
downcourt, sliding between several
LaSalle defenders, and executes a
vintage behind-the-back dribble
before flipping the ball to guard
Scott Hicks under the basket for the
easy layup.
In less than 30 seconds, Rivers had
captured the spotlight, the Irish had
taken the lead at 17-16, and the
crowd was on its feet. LaSalle never
had the lead again.
When Rivers returned following a
hard fall on a fast break, the Irish
were sitting atop a 29-22 lead, and
although the Explorers crept back to
within three at 29-26, jumpers from
Rivers and Barlow rekindled the
seven-point margin at halftime, 33-
26.
From then on it was catch-up ball
for LaSalle, which was not good
news for a team which likes to run a
take-your-time offense, and which
was even worse news for a team which was shooting under
40 percent and getting thrashed on the
boards.
"I don't think we did a bad job
defensively," said Ervin. "But when
you're trying to come from behind,
you have to give some things up.
"They just had superior rebound-
ing. There were times when there
were four or five blue shirts in there
at once, and we just couldn't come
up with it."
In other words, everything went
wrong for the Explorers, especially
in the first seven minutes of the
second half. Rivers and Barlow came
into the half the same way they went
in the first seven minutes of the
period, and Royal laid it in following
Price started hitting from the
top of that, Dolan

Scored six of his eight points in that
that put the Irish
up, 41-32.

From Joseph
18, 14 and 12 points, respectively,
for the Irish. Rivers also handed out
seven assists.
"Rivers is playing now as well as
he can play," said Phelps. "Between
the press, transition game and con-
trolling the boards, we really got
them."
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**Attention Juniors**

Applications for next year's SENIOR FORMAL chairman will be available in the Student Activities office in LaFortune from Feb. 7 to Feb. 14. Completed applications are due at the Student Activities office by 4pm Friday, Feb. 15.

---

**Godfather's Pizza**

Right to your door.
(Within a two-mile radius.)

Call us anytime after 5 p.m., order a medium or large pizza piled high with any combination of your favorite toppings, sit back and relax. We'll be right over.

Just think, hot, thick and delicious Godfather's Pizza, loaded with mountains of toppings and smothered with a thick layer of cheese. Mmmmmm. . . . . Are you hungry? Call Godfather's Pizza now. We'll be right over.

277-5880

---

**ND/SMC ski teams to participate in regional meet in Caberfae Mts.**

By TOM YOON

Sports Writer

This weekend the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's men's and women's ski teams, captained by John O'Donovan, Kateri Gaffney, and Ann Ratledge, will ski in the regional meet in the Caberfae Mountains. This meet will determine the teams that will go on to divisionals in February.

Concerning the upcoming meet, O'Donovan says, "I believe that if we ski well this weekend, we have a strong chance to secure a bid to regionals." For the women's squad, Julie Currie said she believes that the team also has a chance to qualify for regionals if it performs well this weekend.

The main reason for their expectations is that, for the first time in its history, the ski team has been able to train once every week at Swine Valley. In previous years, a winter trip to Crested Butte, Colo., has been the extent of the skiers' training.

Their training this year began on registration day of the second semester when they went to Swiss Valley with 75-80 people to hold tryouts for the team. Only twenty skiers make the travelling team; ten men make up the men's team which has an A and B squad, whereas there are five women on each of the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's squads. The team's season consists of four weekend meets where they journey either to the Caberfae or Crystal Mountains. At the meets there are two events, the slalom and the giant slalom, and points are awarded according to the place the racer finishes. At the end of the meet, the team with the lowest score wins.

The ski team relies 85 percent on fund-raising; they raise money by selling Notre Dame turtleneck sweaters and working at concession stands at Irish football games. Since the turtlenecks are the main income, each member must sell $15-20 worth of them instead of paying a membership fee. Currie noted that the team is primarily organized for the purpose of racing, but that there are recreational skiers in the club.

The Notre Dame men's team, captained by John O'Donovan, started out slowly but quickly rebounded when they went on Jan. 15 and third day after in a meet that consisted of ten teams. The following weekend, the team competed against fifteen teams, and finished third on Saturday and second on Sunday. In its last meet weekend, the team captured first place.

"This year's team is very young," says O'Donovan. "We only have one senior in the top five, that's Mike Oson, and even though the loss of Mike will be greatly felt next year, we do have promising skiers on the team. Chris Simonet and Mike Murray, are quickly becoming freshman sensations. A key to the team's success has been the improvement of Tony Jordan, the number-two racer."

The number-one skier is O'Donovan, and he is considered one of the strongest men's skiers, having received individual medals at several of the meets, which has helped the team throughout the season.

The Notre Dame women's ski team, captained by Kateri Gaffney, has had an average season. During the weekend of Jan. 19 and 20, the team finished third out of ten teams on both days. But during the next weekend, it slipped to fourth on Saturday and finished fifth out of fifteen teams on Sunday. Last weekend, the team placed eighth out of ten teams.

"We have strong skiers, but we haven't been real consistent and that has hurt us throughout the season," notes Currie. "Our strongest skier, K.K. Meyer, who is only a freshman, won a third place medal on January 20. Unlike the men's team, we have three seniors; Kateri Gaffney, Kathy Karetnoy, and myself. Even though Kathy is a senior, it is her first year of competing on the team, and she has done very well. Our other skiers are Molly Steber, a sophomore, and Stephanie Eek, who placed sixth. Also, next year, I'll be the number-one alternate on the team and has competed in some of the meets."

The Saint Mary's team, captained by Ann Ratledge, has also had an average year. In its opening meet on Jan. 19 and 20, it placed eighth and ninth out of ten teams, a week later, the team finished seventh and eighth out of fifteen teams. The Saint Mary's team is led by Sheila Smith, a junior, Lisa Hamann, Mary Keough, Karen Reed, and Ratledge.

Now that the season is coming to a close, the teams' future might see some skiers performing in the divisionals.
Houston Rockets forward Ralph Sampson (50) will be starting for the West in the 35th NBA All-Star Game in Indianapolis on Sunday. Joining him will be center Kareem Abdul-Jabbar of Los Angeles.

Rookie Jordan to start for East

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS - It will be a record-setting afternoon for the National Basketball Association Sunday when the Western Conference faces the Eastern Conference at the 35th All-Star Game.

Los Angeles Lakers center Kareem Abdul-Jabbar will be making a record 14th All-Star appearance when he starts for the West, which has lost five straight games, the longest streak in All-Star history.

More than 38,000 fans are expected for the game in the Hoosier Dome, which would break the record All-Star attendance of 51,745 at the Pontiac Silverdome in 1979.

Before this season, Abdul-Jabbar shared the mark of 13 appearances with Wilt Chamberlain, Bob Cousy and John Havlicek. In the 11 years that the NBA has allowed fans to vote for the starting teams, Abdul-Jabbar has amassed more than 3 million ballots.

"It's a compliment they pay you in appreciation of what you've given to the game," he said. "It's always nice to be paid that kind of compliment, because these are the people we perform for.

"Anytime you do something no one else has done, it's something to be proud of." Abdul-Jabbar is setting a record for most appearances, Abdul-Jabbar is not the oldest player ever to be an All-Star. On Sunday, Abdul-Jabbar will be two months and six days short of his 38th birthday, three days younger than Havlicek when he appeared in the 1978 All-Star game in Atlanta.

"I've been through a couple of eras," Abdul-Jabbar said. "It's very interesting the number of years I've been an All-Star. They are all like blues. I've always dealt with them one at a time."

"He's the most unique athlete anyone put on the face of the earth," said Lakers Coach Pat Riley, who will coach the West against K.C. Jones, coach of the Boston Celtics. "To continue to do what he's doing, in the most demanding of sports, is unbelievable."

Abdul-Jabbar is joined in the West starting lineup by forwards Ralph Sampson of the Houston Rockets and Adrian Dantley of the Utah Jazz and guards George Gervin of the San Antonio Spurs and Earvin "Magic" Johnson of the Lakers.

The East starters are center Moses Malone of the Philadelphia 76ers, forwards Julius Erving of the 76ers and Larry Bird of the Celtics and guards Isiah Thomas of the Detroit Pistons and rookie Michael Jordan of the Chicago Bulls.

Erving, like Abdul-Jabbar, will be making his 14th pro appearance in an All-Star game. His first five games were in the American Basketball Association.

Erving and Gervin both have been All-Stars for all nine of their years in the NBA, and Gervin played in three ABA All-Star games.

East reserves are forwards Bernard King of New York and Terry Cummings of Milwaukee; forwards Larry Nance of Phoenix and Alex English and Calvin Natt, both of Denver; centers Jack Sikma of Seattle and rookie Akeem Olajuwon of Houston, and guards Rolando Blackman of Dallas and Norm Nixon of the Los Angeles Clippers.

THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD

THE LEADER IN ENTERTAINMENT

Presents...

MARDI GRAS

FRIDAY: DANCE-A-THON

Stephan Center - 6 p.m. - 6 a.m.
$2 ticket admission is raffle chance on Free Trip to New Orleans for the real Mardi Gras

6 - 8: Big Twist & Mellow Fellows
Jazz Band from Chi-Town
9 - 1: Rock with the Danger Bros.
1 - 6: D.J.
SATURDAY: Airband & Talent Contest
8:00 - South Dining Hall
$1.50 Admission, judged by audience appreciation

$100 First Prize in each Contest

ATTN: all ND/SMC students

Sponsored by the SENIOR CLASS

Call 239-3136 OR
stop by 1-3 La Fortune Sr. Office M-F 6 TO 9pm

SENIOR BAR

Thurs. Feb. 7

Senior Class Toga Party

"Animal House" on big screen
$1 mixed drinks
1-14 oz. Bud to anybody in toga
"Was it over when the Germans bombed Pearl Harbor?"

Fri-Sat. Feb. 8

90¢ IMPORTS

No free beer to anyone in a toga, so don't wear one...people might think you're a geek!

Visit us before the Tri-Military Ball or O.C. Formal.

Doors open at 8:00

DAYTONA

$94 each person, 5 per room
YOU DRIVE

$184 each person, 5 per room
WE DRIVE

Call 239-3136 OR stop by 1-3 La Fortune Sr. Office M-F 6 TO 9pm

AP Photo

Usa's Adrian Dantley at forward, and San Antonio's George Gervin and Magic Johnson of Los Angeles at guards.
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By MARC RAMIREZ  
Sport Writer

Like Explorer head coach Dave "Tuffy" Ervin said afterward, it was a game of almosts.

A little more than five minutes into the game, Notre Dame was leading 11-4 as the Irish were looking ahead to Saturday's game against Syracuse instead of at the 11-4 deficit they were facing.

Then, after a 15-5 run that put Notre Dame ahead at 16-9, a broken nose suffered by Price starting to contribute to Irish defenses almost didn't make anything, and the fast-break offense would put LaSalle away for good.

I, almost didn't make anything, and the fast-break offense would put Sweetwater away for good.

By ERIC SCHAUMBURG  
Sport Editor

"I knew I was behind, but I knew it was just a matter of time before I got my chance.

The three games before the matched LaSalle squad, 71-58, and improve their record to 15-5 on the season. LaSalle dropped to 13-9.

"We just couldn't find a basket," said Ervin. "Coming in, we'd been shooting over 55 percent as a team, but tonight, we just couldn't do anything. It's hard to remember a more frustrating game, and for us to be down at 11-4, we were almost completely dominated the boards.

But Price did. Notre Dame almost completely dominated the boards, outshooting the Explorers 45-42. The frontcourt trio of Royal, Ken Barlow and Jim Dolan combined for a total of 27 rebounds alone.

They just weren't hitting their shots. Phelps said: "And we were controlling the defensive boards.

I, almost didn't make anything, and the fast-break offense would put Sweetwater away for good.

Junior tri-captain Jim Dolan turned in 18 solid minutes in last night's 71-58 Notre Dame win over LaSalle in the ACC, scoring eight points and pulling down eight rebounds.

Marc Ramirez has the game story at last.

"The growth in the popularity of cross-country skiing has been attributed primarily to the increased concern about fitness that has become part of society. Aerobic exercise classes have never been more popular, while jogging and bicycling have also seen a rise in popularity.

Although Price has not been sold out every season for the past two years, the increase in popularity at the NVA at 239-61 has helped," she says. Derengoski, the NVA's coordinator of recreational activities, "but there will also be events for people with little or no experience who just want to have fun.

Interested skiers can sign up today and tomorrow in the NVA office, or they can register by calling the NVA at 239-6100.

Basketball has been one of the most popular recreational activities at Notre Dame for quite some time. Hundreds of students grab a ball and head out to the courts with their friends every day for the exercise and fun.

The increase in popularity at the NVA was a result of the number of students who have been sold out every season for the past two years. The increase in popularity has been attributed primarily to the increased concern about fitness that has become part of society. Aerobic exercise classes have never been more popular, while jogging and bicycling have also seen a rise in popularity.

The growth in popularity is best exemplified by the drastic increase in weekend ski rentals. In previous years, the NVA would rent out about four or five pairs each weekend. That number has increased since the increase in popularity.

There are many activities if the sport wasn't so popular.

The growth in the popularity of cross-country skiing can be attributed primarily to the increased concern about fitness that has become part of society. Aerobic exercise classes have never been more popular, while jogging and bicycling have also seen a rise in popularity.

Of all these aerobic activities, though, cross-country skiing is probably the most demanding physically. While other activities focus on certain parts of the body, usually the lower body, skiing involves both the upper and lower parts of the body.

The fact that it is an activity performed in cold weather with heavy clothing also makes for a more vigorous activity.

The increase in popularity at the NVA has been attributed primarily to the increased concern about fitness that has become part of society. Aerobic exercise classes have never been more popular, while jogging and bicycling have also seen a rise in popularity.

Cross-country skiing is becoming more popular among ND students.

"I was a freshman, I had my first start against UCLA. I did pretty well, but I had a couple of games where I just sort of came out of it. We gave him the start in the Providence game because we were looking for a spark, and I kind of got it. It was a match of zones, and we just feel Price is a better player than Black.

"He's started to get his confidence going, and he's just been doing the job both offensively and defensively ever since.

Although Price has not been sold out every season for the past two years, the increase in popularity at the NVA was a result of the number of students who have been sold out every season for the past two years. The increase in popularity has been attributed primarily to the increased concern about fitness that has become part of society. Aerobic exercise classes have never been more popular, while jogging and bicycling have also seen a rise in popularity.
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